Herbicide Equipment

300-Gallon High Volume Spray Truck

- Suited for hydraulic applications
- 4 x 4 with dual rear wheels
- Two hose reels for increased productivity
Herbicide Equipment

500-Gallon High Volume Spray Truck

• 2-ton chassis
• 4 x 4 with dual rear wheels
• Larger capacity reduces fill-ups
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ATVs with Ultra Low Volume Spray Systems

- Various all-terrain-vehicles (ATVs) are well suited for ultra low volume applications, boosting productivity and effectiveness while maintaining a low profile.

- Sprayer and tank configurations can be made to suit the type of application or terrain.

- The Argo is an 8-wheeled all-wheel-drive vehicle suitable for wet or swampy areas.

- Tracked vehicles increase stability and reduce repairs by eliminating flat tires.
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Backpack Sprayers for Selective Foliar or Basal

• Preferred method for sensitive or inaccessible areas
• Ideal for low density brush conditions
• Increased selectivity by individually targeting undesirable species
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Backpack Sprayers and Spray Bottles for Stump Treatment

• The backpack sprayer’s special nozzle and wand reduce the need to bend over to apply the product accurately

• Smaller spray bottle is equally accurate, but is designed for less frequent use and takes up less space in the truck
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Ultra Low Volume Side Trimming

• Self contained bucket sprayer can be attached to any aerial lift
• Runs on 12-volt battery — charge lasts all day
• Easily removed when mechanical cutting is necessary for overhangs
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Chemical Side Trimming

- Highly efficient treatment method
- Spray system can be modified to adjust nozzle spacing, flow rate and spray direction
- Extends the maintenance cycle by inhibiting growth on the treated limbs
- Eliminates the need to handle trimmings on the ground
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Hy-Rail Spray Truck

- Available nationwide
- Sprays yards, main and branch lines
- Capacities up to 3,000 gallons
- Serving Class I, Shortlines, Transits and Industry
- Can be equipped with “weed seeker” technology